NISHUANE & HILLSIDE SCHOOLS SATP CELEBRATES

JUNETEENTH!

OPENING LIBATION
BY THE CHILDREN

FUN ACTIVITIES
• "ONE LOVE" STORY WALK
• ARTS & CRAFTS
• JUNETEENTH HISTORY SCAVENGER HUNT
• BUBBLES ARE FREE DEMO
• BLACK COWBOY DEMO
• DOUBLE DUTCH CLINIC
• SPEKTRUMS AFRIKANS DANCE
• KWEEN MOORE
• BLACK YOUTH ARTS COLLECTIVE

PERFORMANCES

MEMORIAL DRUMMING
BY MTEN TO REMEMBER THE ANCESTORS

NISHUANE SHOOL
36 CEDAR AVE, MONTCLAIR, NJ 07042
THURSDAY, JUNE 16, 2022
5:30-7:30PM
RAIN OR SHINE
PLEASE BRING YOUR OWN LAWN CHAIR
FOOD AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE

In Partnership with Hillside & Nishuane SATp, PTAC, The 8:46 Project,
Montclair Moms of Color, Montclair NAACP Education Committee, Montclair Public Library